98 corvette

Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. Odometer is miles below market average! We have been serving the community since !
We have a well trained award winning sales and service team ready to make your experience a
great one! We are sure you will find our site a fast and convenient way to research and find a
vehicle that's right for you. If we can be of any assistance while visiting us online, send us an
email and we will promptly reply. Description: Used Chevrolet Corvette. Best of all the price you
see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good
it is guaranteed. This Chevrolet includes: 5. It's like taking a beach vacation each time you slip
behind the wheel of this seductive, sporty convertible. The Chevrolet Corvette 's pristine good
looks were combined with the Chevrolet high standard of excellence in order to make this a
unique find. One of the best things about this Chevrolet Corvette is that it has low, low mileage.
It's ready for you to truly break it in. Marked by excellent quality and features with unmistakable
refined leather interior that added value and class to the Chevrolet Corvette. Subject to certain
terms and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions apply. Disinfectant methods or
claims should not be deemed to state or imply these products can eliminate or prevent
transmission of any virus, illness or disease. Lots of 98 Corvettes out there for sale- too many
miles, automatic transmissions, Carfax's that read like a line from a movie If you're looking for
that edgy 'bargain' you can stop reading about this one. We have a soft spot for low mileage
original cars and that's why we chased this one from a local older gentleman who has been its
caretaker for the last number of years. We are happy to offer it for sale because one of the
mantras of owning 'classic' or special interest cars is to buy the very best one you can afford.
We believe this car fits that bill precisely. Equipped with Chevys venerable Horsepower ft
pounds of torque and coupled to a 6-speed manual this is one motivated machine. Selective
Real Time Dampening makes for a sports car ride and a great drivers experience. Of course,
there's a lot of expected equipment from air conditioning to power windows and locks to the
AM-FM CD you can expect to own a nicely equipped car in outstanding condition. Check out the
very complete set of pictures on our website, including how clean the underside is, and know
the condition is as it appears in the photos. Drive it, show it, keep it in a bubble and polish it as
a prized possession, the choice is yours once you make it yours. We pride ourselves on having
good cars and representing them properly. Additional pictures and video are available, please
call for more photos, information or to schedule a test drive. Local trade. From the moment you
walk into our showroom, you'll know our commitment to Customer Service is second to none.
We strive to make your experience with Watseka Ford-Lincoln a good one for the life of your
vehicle. Horsepower calculations based on trim engine configuration. Please confirm the
accuracy of the included equipment by calling us prior to purchase. Welcome to Hennessy Ford
Lincoln Atlanta! Our brand new , square foot facility is located just inside the perimeter on
Peachtree Industrial Blvd in Chamblee. Hennessy Ford Lincoln Atlanta is the premier dealership
in Atlanta for all of your automotive needs. We are leading the way with Real-Time Market based
pricing that yields you the absolute best values on every car and truck. No matter what you are
interested in, we can't wait to help you find the perfect vehicle! For over 50 years, the Hennessy
family has been the most trusted name for luxury vehicles in metro Atlanta. We operate 10
dealerships in the Atlanta market, which provides us with access to a network with over 2,
vehicles! Our Hennessy Ford Lincoln Atlanta family takes pride in standing above the
competition with a solid reputation and our entire team will ensure your car buying experience
exceeds your expectations! If youre looking for power, this Chevrolet Corvette Base has it. You
can find a 5. Driver seat power adjustments, Front seat type bucket. Vehicle information is
based off standard equipment and may vary from vehicle to vehicle. Call or email for complete
vehicle specific information. All prices are plus Tax, Tag, and Dealer documentation fees.
Shipping available for customers outside the DFW Metroplex. Call today! Each and every one of
our customers has become part of the Griffin family. That explains our tremendous success
after all these years. Let us work with you and remember that financing is never a problem!
Make the short drive from Nashville, Murfreesboro, or Huntsville to visit our Franklin, TN
dealership for a test drive today! The 5. The previous owner also just installed Drilled Rotors
and the tires look to be almost new as well. In addition this Chevrolet Corvette Coupe with only
35k miles is equipped with options such as: Clean Carfax 5. Feel free to call or text Anthony at
for more information or to set up an appointment. We also offer Facetime as a way to go around
the vehicle with you before you purchase. Also in case you are not already on our site head
over to Almost all vehicles are kept inside our indoor showroom!! We accept trades; can help
with financing options as well as your transportation needs!! Recent Arrival! We are the only full
GM dealer in the Tri City area! Please contact Pre-Owned Sales for more information and to
schedule a test drive. At Beautiful Corvette Convertible Very Well Maintained White with a Black
Top Very Desirable Tremendous Amount Of Service Records Owners Manual Extra Key Free

Warranty This Car Will Not Last Come And Get It Today Let's Roll!!! Buy Here Pay Here also
available. Home Delivery Available. Most of our used vehicles are backed by our Haley Preferred
90 days or miles comprehensive warranty, lifetime state inspections, and a 72 hour no
questions asked return policy. See sales associate for details. Engine: 8-cylinders Drive Wheel
Configuration: rear wheel drive. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search.
Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home
delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Type Coupe
Convertible Hatchback 2. Engine Type Gas Drivetrain Rear Wheel Drive 1, Cylinders 8 cylinders
Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops.
No accidents. Check Availability. Title issue. Showing 1 - 18 out of 1, listings. Overall Consumer
Rating. I bought vehicle new in It has given me many years of almost trouble free performance.
I've only had two problems; a sensor in the active handling system failed, which was replaced
under warranty, and I encountered a steering wheel lockup. There was a recall for the steering
wheel lock up that I had not taken care of, so I was somewhat at fault for having an untimely
lock up. I've read where a number of people have had the lock up. In my case the car was in a
parking lot, I got in to leave and the steering wheel would not unlock. Had to tow into dealer for
fix. The car is quick, and hard acceleration is a real kick. My driving style results in mileage of
24 miles per gallon. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. The Chevrolet Corvette C5 is the fifth
generation of the Chevrolet Corvette sports car , produced by the Chevrolet division of General
Motors for the through model years. Production variants include the high performance Z A
major change from its predecessor the C4 , was a hydroformed box frame, a design that offered
an improved structural platform, especially for a convertible bodystyle. To improve handling,
the transmission was relocated to form an integrated, rear-mounted transaxle assembly.
Relative to the C4, the new platform and structural design substantially reduced squeaks and
rattles. One of the more popular "high-tech" options introduced in the Corvette line was a
head-up display or HUD, while another innovation was the Active Handling System first
available as an option for , then standard on all models. The C5 was also the first Corvette to
incorporate a drive-by-wire throttle; and variable-effort steering, whereby the assist level of the
power steering is varied according to vehicle speed more at lower speeds, less at higher
speeds. Also notable, though rarely discussed, the C5 generation was the first model to adopt
the parallel or 'tandem' windshield wiper configuration, abandoning the opposed configuration
that was used on every previous Corvette model since the first in The manual transmission's
Computer-Aided Gear Shifting results in an obligatory shift from 1st gear directly into 4th gear
under certain driving conditions; the system can be deactivated through PCM tuning or the use
of an aftermarket device. Late in the production run starting with the model year , the F55
Magnetic Selective Ride Control Suspension replaced the F45 as the third suspension choice.
The racing-inspired FE4 suspension used for the Z06 is stiffer than any offered on the base
model C5, and is unique to that model with no optional suspension offered. The C5's
suspension consisted of independent unequal-length double wishbones with transverse
fiberglass mono-leaf springs and optional magnetorheological dampers. The C5's modular body
panels use a lightweight composite material known in the automotive industry as SMC or Sheet
Molded Composite, a type of fiberglass that is blended and bonded with plastics. SMC provides
better protection against direct blows because it is very stiff and will not dent. The floor boards
on the C5 are a composite consisting of SMC with balsa wood in the middle. Balsa wood was
chosen for its stiffness, light weight, and sound absorption qualities. The all aluminium LS1
overhead valve engine is much lighter than its bi-metal cast iron block, aluminum heads
predecessor, the LT1, and provides for a much lower hoodline when compared to an overhead
cam design of relative displacement. The composite leaf springs are much lighter and sit much
lower than typical coil springs and help provide the C5 with its smooth ride characteristics and
low ride height. Ending production on July 2, , the C5 became both the last generation of
Corvette, and alongside Lotus Esprit the last Esprit rolled off the production line on February
20, , the last car overall to use pop-up headlamps. A successor to the ZR-1 made its debut in as
the Z06 , giving a nod to the high-performance Z06 version of the C2 Corvette of the s. Although
its total output was less than that of the previous late model ZR-1, the Z06 was much lighter,
and could out-perform the ZR-1 in every category except top speed. It also cost substantially
less than the ZR The Z06 model was only available with the six-speed manual transmission. The
new components added to the Z06 included: uprated FE4 suspension, larger wheels and tires,
revised gearing ratios, and functional brake cooling ducts. Other unique characteristics of the
Z16 Commemorative Edition Z06 are the polished aluminum wheels, special paint color and
striping, commemorative-edition badging and wheel center caps. The Z16 also received shock
damping tuning for improved handling. The Z16 option accounted for the majority of Z06
Corvettes in , totaling 2, units, with units shipped overseas. Valve spring failures are known to

affect late production mid Z06s. Aside from lacking the equipment necessary for actual pace car
duties light bar , special racing harnesses, etc. While regarded by many as the most garish
Corvette appearance package offered to date, the Pace Car Replicas nevertheless enjoy a
strong and loyal following of owners and collectors. Special "Warm Nickel Metallic" painted
aluminum wheels, embroidered upholstery trim, and badges completed the Anniversary Edition
package. Also included were all of the convenience options offered on the upscale Corvette
models such as the head-up display. A slightly modified 50th Anniversary Edition Corvette was
chosen to pace the Indianapolis race in May ; then the production vehicle became a centerpiece
of the subsequent 50th Anniversary Celebration, sponsored by Chevrolet. Festivities included
gatherings in Nashville , Bowling Green , and St. Thousands of Corvettes and their owners
arrived from all over the country to participate in the events marking the vehicle's 50th year of
production. It is a version of Corvette coupe designed by Giorgetto and Fabrizio Giugiaro of
Italdesign, commemorating 50 years of the Chevrolet Corvette. It included 6. The vehicle was
unveiled in Geneva Motor Show. Commemorative Edition convertibles received a shale-colored
soft top, and the Z06 version dubbed the "Z16" after its RPO for the Le Mans Commemorative
Edition received a carbon fiber hood as a further weight-reduction measure. Special
commemorative badging, headrest embroidery, and brightly polished wheel a first on the Z06
with unique centercaps completed the package. The VIN's were sequenced numbers ranging
from the first , to the last It was based on the C5 road car but had a longer wheelbase, wider
track, an enlarged 7. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article is about the fifth
generation Chevrolet Corvette C5. For general Corvette information, see Chevrolet Corvette.
Fifth generation of the Corvette sports car. This article's lead section may be too short to
adequately summarize its key points. Please consider expanding the lead to provide an
accessible overview of all important aspects of the article. February Motor vehicle. Main article:
Chevrolet Corvette C5-R. Convertible C5 debuts with the first trunk in a Corvette convertible
since ; Indianapolis Pace Car Replica offered; Active Handling System introduced as optional
equipment. Corvette C5. All Corvettes Are Red. Archived from the original on January 9,
Retrieved January 9, Archived from the original on January 11, Retrieved November 3, Retrieved
December 25, July 24, September 10, Archived from the original on October 11, Retrieved May
10, See " Fuel Economy Tests" at fueleconomy. June 14, Car and Driver. Retrieved February 17,
General Motors Corporation. Retrieved August 31, Archived from the original on July 8,
Chevrolet Corvette timeline, â€”present. Categories : Chevrolet Corvette Cars introduced in
Sports cars s cars. Hidden categories: CS1 maint: archived copy as title Articles with short
description Short description is different from Wikidata Wikipedia introduction cleanup from
February All pages needing cleanup Articles covered by WikiProject Wikify from February All
articles covered by WikiProject Wikify Use mdy dates from September All articles with
unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements from March Commons category link
is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit
Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia
Commons. Chevrolet General Motors. October 1, â€” July 2, [1] [2]. United States: Bowling
Green, Kentucky. John Cafaro [3]. Sports car S. Front mid-engine, rear-wheel-drive. Chevrolet
Corvette C4. Chevrolet Corvette C6. Newly styled alloy wheels debut. Wikimedia Commons has
media related to Chevrolet Corvette C5. Monte Carlo. Sports car. Sold as a Police Pursuit
Vehicle. Fastback coupe. Fuel Injection. Big Block. Set an alert to be notified of new listings.
Now showing page 1 of 2. Browse Category. Search Tools. Set an Alert? Dealership Showcased.
This is a very rare C5 Corvette. GM was experimenting in with various paint combinat
Description coming soon! Contact Seller. Only 65, This Pace C Private Seller. Number of Have
orginal floor mats In excellent condition In , The NEW C-5 is a dream to drive and enjoy. Only
upgrade it has is an a Refine Search? Also be sure to view results in. This Chevrolet Corvette
convertible 50th Anniversary Edition has just under 29k actual miles and is powered by an LS1
5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth soft top over a shale leather interior, the
car was originally sold in New Jersey and later resided in both Maryland and Pennsylvania
before being relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment includes an electronic driver
information center, head-up display, and independent suspension with active handling. Sign up
for our daily newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact
Us. Our Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy
Policy. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Our Awards x. This
prestigious accolade represents the continued growth of the company, and ClassicCars. The
Stevie Awards, the world's premier business awards recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal,
brought to you by ClassicCars. With a car that apparently hit a bull's-eye right from the start, it
might have seemed difficult to broaden the C5's appeal. But Chevy did just that by introducing
an all-new convertible version for the Corvette. The Corvette convertible sported the first

external trunk lid on an open-air Corvette in 36 years. The design team also revived the
convertible's "waterfall," a body panel that continued down from the tonneau, flowing between
the seats as it did on to '62 versions. A glass rear window with electric defroster was standard,
but the top still had to be raised or lowered manually. A power top would have reduced trunk
space and added almost 15 pounds to the package. Still, the double-lined folding top was lighter
and easier to operate than the C4's; it could be raised or lowered in about 20 seconds, though
the system's weight and release points precluded that this be accomplished from outside the
car. The new design eliminated the unsightly tonneau anchor holes and roof locator pins of
previous Corvettes. The ragtop now used the tension of its raised framework to hold the bottom
in place. A new Corvette convertible was the 11th Chevrolet and the fourth Corvette to pace the
Indianapolis While the replicas included none of the actual pace car's mechanical tweaks or
safety equipment, they did carry its exclusive radar blue paint, decals, two-tone upholstery, and
yellow wheels. They also came with a full ensemble of otherwise-optional features, including a
new Corvette performance option introduced at midyear: an antiskid system. Unlike other such
antiskid systems, and keeping in character with the vehicle's sporting nature, this one added a
"Competition mode. Activated by a console button, it deactivated the traction-control portion of
the system for extreme cornering situations in which some rear-wheel spin was desirable. The
Corvette was named the North American Car of the Year because of its power, structural
strength, livability, and workmanship. In addition, the power-steering system's caster angle was
increased for better tracking, and the optional Real-Time Damping suspension now afforded
better wheel control. A second-gear start mode was added to the standard four-speed automatic
transmission to help limit wheel spin from a standing start on slick roads. Finally, the
transmission cooler was now made of stainless steel instead of a copper-nickel alloy. Sales for
the C5's first full model year roared to 31, units -- the Corvette's highest production total in 12
years -- with the new convertible accounting for about 38 percent of the volume. The Corvette
helped boost sales to the highest they had been in 12 years with the reintroduction of a
convertible to the line. The cars were sleek, stylish, powerful, and comfortable. Here are the
specifications for the Corvette:. The soft top on the Corvette convertible remained manual but
was easier to use than the C4's. The rear window went from plastic to glass for improved
convenience and long-term visibility. Vehicle Specifications Hatchback Convertible Wheelbase,
inches Suspension front: Independent; upper and lower A-arms, transverse composite
monoleaf spring, tube shock absorbers, antiroll bar rear: Independent, upper and lower A-arms,
toe links, transverse composite monoleaf springs, tube shock absorbers, antiroll bar. Chevrolet
had planned to build a convertible companion to the coupe literally from day one of the C5
project. In fact, the vehicle was engineered to accommodate a ragtop without adding the heavy
structural reinforcements most open cars require. As a result, the convertible weighed just one
pound more than the coupe and was only slightly less rigid. What's more, it weighed pounds
less and was four times more torsionally sound than its C4 equivalent. It also came with a
traditional trunk, the first one to be included on a convertible Corvette since And this was no
mere cubbyhole, either -- at A C5 convertible was chosen to be the fourth Corvette to pace the
Indianapolis Modifications from stock were few: The pace car's LS1 engine got a freer-flowing
intake manifold and exhaust system that boosted horsepower by 25, to ; its ride height was
lowered slightly; a roll bar was mounted behind each seat; and rear-facing strobe lights were
integrated in the tonneau's fairings. Incremental improvements across the board for included a
number of noise-reduction efforts; these included a modified accessory drive tensioner, the
removal of an alternator brace that was found to produce a high-rev "whine," improved window
seals, and, later in the production run, a quieter electric fuel pump. Learn about other Corvettes
in this generation: Corvette Corvette Corvette Corvette Corvette Corvette Corvette Corvette
Looking for more information on Corvettes and other cars? See: Corvettes: Learn about the
history behind each model year and see Corvette photographs. Corvette Specifications: Get key
specifications, engine and transmission types, prices, and production totals. Learn more about
the museum. Corvette Pictures: Find pictures of the hottest classic and current-year Corvettes.
Muscle Cars: Get information on more than tough-guy rides. See what Consumer Guide has to
say. Here are the specifications for the Corvette: The soft top on the Corvette convertible
remained manual but was easier to use than the C4's. Related Content " ". Rebirth of an
American automotive icon isn't always the cause for celebration, but the exceptional
fifth-generation Chevrolet Corvette garnered our highest accolades, earning Motor Trend's '98
Car of the Year award. Long in development, the new Corvette set a new sports car benchmark
for performance, technology, comfort, ergonomics, storage capacity, and value. We had to
order a long-termer. No, make that two. Initially offered as a coupe and convertible, we ordered
one of each Corvette variant. From a pure packaging standpoint, the Corvette is a masterpiece.
And both the coupe and convertible sport a relatively large cargo area capable of swallowing

golf club bags or a week's luggage. The convertible's wind buffeting at cruising speed is
minimal, allowing for comfortable conversation and enjoyable music listening. One logbook
entry read, "Above mph, the buffeting and wind noise is too much to handle for long periods,
but duh. The fact that the
dodge firing order
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2005 f250 fuel pump
Corvette runs so well at triple-digit speeds is a tribute to its high-tech pedigree. At the "Viva
Velocity" May '98 speedfest, the six-speed coupe ran to an impressive At saner, civilian, speeds
the Corvette, blasts mph in a mere 4. The brutal straight-line acceleration is attributable to the
all-aluminum 5. To augment the car's V-8 rumble, we installed a Corsa Performance cat-back
exhaust mid-year giving the coupe a more distinct burble and bark. The Vette's solid,
hydroformed chassis provides a rigid platform for the independent suspension. Fitted with
Goodyear Eagle F1 extended mobility tires, the coupe navigated our foot slalom course
averaging Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Kevin Wing photographer Jeff Bartlett
writer C. Van Tune photographer. Owner's Purchase Considerations What influenced you to buy
a corvette? Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. I would buy another Chevrolet. Show All From
a pure packaging standpoint, the Corvette is a masterpiece. Chevrolet Tahoe.

